DOVER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
RIGHTS AND PERMISSIONS DEPARTMENT
E-mail: rights@doverpublications.com
-PLEASE KEEP THIS ON FILE FOR FUTURE REFERENCEThis letter is being sent in response to your recent inquiry requesting a fuller explanation of our policy concerning the
use of images in our Clip Art and Pictorial Archive books and CD-Rom products.
On any publishing or craft project, you may use up to ten* illustrations from each of as many Dover Clip Art and
Pictorial Archive books and CDs as you like without requesting permission and without the need for any paperwork. A
project might be a poster, a greeting card, (or series of greeting cards packaged together, each card is a separate design
project), a sales brochure, an issue of a periodical, a book, a book jacket, advertising copy, web site etc. (*A few of our
books, mostly coloring books, specify on the copyright page a number smaller than ten as the number of illustrations
which may be taken from it for any one project.) The images may be reproduced by photocopy, scanner or
photography (done professionally or by the customer) and may be altered if necessary.
For example, on a poster or web site you might want to use three illustrations from one Clip Art book, ten from
another, six from a third etc. That would be perfectly OK with us. We make no distinction between projects that are
commercial or non-commercial as long as you stay within the specified limit of illustrations from any one book, and
we place no limitation on the number of copies of any project you may produce and sell. Please note all use is nonexclusive.
Fee for use of over 10 illustrations from any one book or CD in any one project:
Above the initial ten illustrations from any one book for any commercial purpose, there will be a fee assessed per
illustration, to be determined on a project-by-project basis. Please let us know how many illustrations will be used and
we will propose a fee. Illustrations from our Coloring Books Series will be billed at a standard $10.00 per illustration
above the initial 4 or 6 allowable for any commercial purpose.
The statement on the copyright page: However, republication or reproduction of any illustration by any other graphic
service whether it be in a book or in any other design resource is strictly prohibited, means that you cannot use our
Clip Art or Pictorial Archive material to become a publisher of clip art or pictorial archive illustrations. You may use
our material to illustrate any sort of project but you may not use them to create products which are collections of
illustrations for sale to others whether these are books, software, rubber stamps or in any other medium. To do this
requires a licensing agreement with Dover.
Licensing fees:
Software: We will be glad to put you in touch with Dover’s agent. Please address inquiry to address above. Do this
only if your product will be a collection of illustrations for sale. You need not apply if you are scanning illustrations
for your personal use.
Rubber stamps: There will be a one-time, flat fee for licensing non-exclusive use of Clip Art material for rubber
stamps of $15.00 per image; $50.00 per alphabet or set of numbers. This permission is for the life of your product and
we place no limitation on how many copies can be made or sold. You need not apply if you are producing stamps for
your personal use. You may produce rubber stamps for use in embossing or decorating in greeting card production and
then sell the greeting cards, but you may not sell the stamps themselves.
If you still have questions, please contact us concerning them. We would prefer to receive inquiries by e-mail. See the
address above.
Thank you for your interest in Dover books.
Sincerely,
Rights and Permissions
Dover Publications, Inc.

